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Episode 706, Story 1: Amelia Earhart Plane Part 
 

Elyse: Our first story investigates a fragment of metal and the disappearance of an American 

icon. July 2, 1937, newspapers all over the world report the same event; Amelia Earhart’s 

airplane disappears over the pacific. The disaster and presumed death of the beloved 39 year-old 

heroine gripped the public. For decades historians have debated how and where the aviator 

disappeared. Both scientific and more fanciful theories abound, some surmise she landed on 

uninhabited Gardner Island. Others suggest she was captured and executed by the Japanese. 

Less scrutinized is an accident she had four months earlier, during take-off for her around-the-

world flight. Did that crash somehow contribute to Earhart’s disappearance? Over seventy years 

later, Jon Ott from San Jose, California, believes he has a piece of Amelia Earhart’s legendary 

airplane, a souvenir from the runway accident.  

 

Jon: When my grandmother asked me what I wanted as a gift, I said this. 

 

Elyse: The mystery of Amelia’s final flight has long captivated aviation historians.  

 

Jon: Here it is. 

 

Elyse: And what's the story behind it? 

 

Jon: I think it’s a piece of Amelia Earhart’s last airplane.  

 

Elyse: But her plane got lost in the Pacific. 

 

Jon: It did, but before she took off on her final flight around the world, she actually had a crash in 

Hawaii and my grandfather was there to pick up a piece of the wreckage. 

 

Elyse: Jon explains that his grandfather, Dan Stringer, was in the Army Air Corps. Family lore 

says he was a first responder to Amelia’s crash. Along with the twisted piece of metal, Jon’s kept 

his grandfather’s written account of the day Amelia crashed. "I obtained this souvenir after the 

accident." What exactly do you want me to find out? 
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Jon: It would be great to find out if there's some way to prove that this is actually a piece of 

Amelia Earhart's aircraft. 

 

Elyse: I’ll see what I can find out. 

 

Jon: Thanks so much. Be careful with it 

 

Elyse: The first thing I notice is that it’s very light. You can see the jagged edge that is was 

definitely torn from something. I’m not sure if it was supposed to be straight or bent. There 

appears to be some type of maybe a rivet hole here. Maybe one was here and it was missing but, 

I’m not really sure. According to Jon’s grandfather’s account, the crash occurred at Luke Field 

Hawaii, when Amelia was attempting the second leg of her around the world flight, on March 20
th
 

- 1937. Jon's grandfather, Dan W. Stringer was a member of the military service with assignment 

in the 50
th
 Observation Squadron, Luke Field, Hawaii, 1936-1938. There’s a photo with the letter 

– which Jon told me his grandfather had taken the day of the accident. I need to find out more 

about the day this photo may have been taken. 

 

Let’s see what historians have reported. Here’s something: in 1937 Amelia Earhart began her 

around the world flight in a Lockheed Electra l-1oe. This certainly looks like the aircraft pictured in 

the affidavit. Amelia chose the l-10e because it had the largest engines of the l-10 line. Only 15 

were ever made, and only two private individuals owned one: Earhart and aviation mogul Howard 

Hughes. The l-10e could carry 250 gallons of fuel. But Earhart replaced the passenger seats with 

fuel tanks – enough to carry 1200 gallons, ten times the original capacity – so she could fly longer 

distances. And she called her plane "the flying laboratory" for its experimental nature. Amelia 

Earhart rode in her first airplane at age 23, and later wrote, “As soon as I left the ground, I knew I 

myself had to fly.” Earhart was committed to demonstrating to the male-dominated aviation world 

that a woman pilot could be as good, or better, than a man. A year after she got her pilot’s 

license, she’d set her first altitude record. In 1928 Earhart’s fame spread when she became the 

first woman to fly across the Atlantic - as a passenger. Nine years later, she was the first woman 

pilot to fly non-stop across the United States, the first to fly from Mexico City to Newark, New 

Jersey, and captured several speed and altitude records. After Charles Lindbergh, Amelia Earhart 

was the second person to cross the Atlantic solo. An impressive feat by itself, but because she 

was a woman, she became world famous. 
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In 1937, she set out to pilot her l-10e around the world from east to west. Her route began in 

Oakland California, and the first leg stopped in Honolulu. On her way, she set a speed record. 

The whole world was watching. At dawn on March 20, 1937, Amelia prepared for the second leg 

– an 1800 hundred mile flight across the Pacific, from the Luke Field Military Base in Hawaii to 

tiny Howland Island. “As the Electra roared down the runway gathering speed, it swung slightly to 

the right, whereupon Amelia throttled down the left engine. The plane then started swinging left, 

and as it did, it tilted outward, throwing all its weight onto the right wheel.” The Electra came to a 

crashing halt. The History Detectives office has acquired and sent me the official military accident 

report. This is an eyewitness account. “The right hand landing gear suddenly collapsed, followed 

by the other, and the airplane slid to an abrupt left hand skid on its belly. A shower of sparks 

spurted from between the airplane and the mat”. What would have happened had one of those 

sparks breached the massive fuel tanks? Amelia averted total disaster by quickly cutting the 

engines. Both she and her navigators were unharmed but the crash put her Lockheed Electra out 

of commission. Really incredible. There's nothing here about anyone at the scene salvaging 

fragments of metal from the crash. According to these reports, the skin of Amelia’s Electra was 

made out of an aluminum alloy called 20-24. I’m headed to California Polytechnic State 

University. I’ve sent Jon’s piece to Trevor Harding, an Associate Professor of Materials 

Engineering, to analyze its metallic make up. First Trevor cut a small piece from Jon’s part. Next, 

he placed it in a scanning electron microscope. 

 

Trevor: What we're looking at is a series of spectra. Spectra are the various energies of x-rays 

that bounce off the metal when we hit electrons onto the sample. We want to see if the 

composition or the elements present in the sample that you brought matches up with what we 

expect for various air craft alloys. 

 

Elyse: Trevor explains that aluminum alloys are created by adding elements which make the 

metal stronger. So what did we find out? What are our results? 

 

Trevor: Not only is this the correct alloy composition for 20-24 aluminum, it's also varying 

composition. And that's exactly what existed on 24-s in the 1930's. 
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Elyse: Great. Susan Butler is an Amelia Earhart biographer and author of East to the Dawn. So 

Susan I have this part that I believe might be from Amelia's plane. Have you ever heard of any 

parts from her plane coming off? 

 

Susan: No. I never have. I'm - I’m amazed. 

 

Elyse: You know I’ve never heard of Amelia's crash in Hawaii. Why isn't it better known? 

 

Susan: Well because it was a blip in terms of her life and in terms of her achievements. It just set 

her back. 

 

Elyse: The crash set her back by two months, and the consequences for her flight plan were far-

reaching. After the plane was repaired in California, Amelia would reverse course and now fly 

around the world in an easterly direction in a bid to stay ahead of expected seasonal bad weather 

in the Caribbean and Africa. One of the most demanding legs of the journey – finding the tiny 

Howland Island in the middle of the Pacific would now take place near the end of her journey. 

 

Susan: So she had to land on this little dot of an island. It's less than 2 miles by a mile.  

 

Elyse: The crash in Hawaii had another major effect: Earhart’s second navigator, Harry Manning 

wasn’t available to continue after waiting out the repair. Earhart would now fly with only one 

navigator, Fred Noonan. Can you tell me a little about what happened that day? 

 

Susan: She and Fred Noonan took off from Lae, New Guinea and it was a 2500-mile flight to 

Howland Island. 

 

Elyse: As she approached, Earhart and Noonan were sending radio communications to the Coast 

Guard cutter Itasca, anchored off Howland Island.  

 

Susan: And they were radioing her back.  

 

Elyse: This should have allowed Amelia to use the Itasca’s radio waves to guide her plane – like 

a tractor beam – directly onto the island.  
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Susan: I think part of the problem was that uh, that her receiving equipment was shorting out. So 

she said, "Please, try again."  

 

Elyse: Now running out of fuel, high over the vast Pacific, Amelia was desperately hunting for a 

sight of the island.  

 

Susan: So as she approached they got tenser and she got tenser. Let me give you her last radio 

communication. "We are on the line of position, one fifty-seven dash three thirty-seven. Will 

repeat this message on six two one zero kilocycles. We are now running north and south." and 

then there was silence. And she was never heard from again. 

 

Elyse: The military launched the worlds largest ever search expedition. They came up empty 

handed. What do you think happened to Amelia? 

 

Susan: I think she ran out of gas and went down in the sea.  

 

Elyse: Susan tells me that fanciful notions about what happened to Amelia have flourished partly 

because her plane was never found. The seas around Howland Island are over 17,000 feet deep, 

making a thorough investigation of the ocean floor around the island difficult.  

 

Susan: There's also a theory, extant right now that her plane landed in the Phoenix Islands. 

There have been expeditions out there and - and pieces of metal and the heel of a shoe have 

been found. But these artifacts have not been actually linked to Earhart or to the plane.  

 

Elyse: Okay. Well you've given me a lot of great information. Thank you very much. 

 

Susan: Thank you. 

 

Elyse: Was Dan’s grandfather near Luke Field during the take off accident? The History 

Detectives office has located and forwarded me Dan Stringer’s military records. Here's Dan’s 

enlistment record. Here he is at Luke Field Hawaii on May 14, 1936. Here's a medical record. 

And listen to what it says: “Stringer, Dan W. Rank, private, 50
th
 Observation Squadron Air Corps. 
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Date of admission, March 4th, 1937. Cause of admission, nasal pharyngitis”. So he must have 

had a cold. This record places Dan Stringer at Luke Field only 16 days before Earhart's crash. So 

Jon’s grandfather could have been on hand when Amelia had her take-off accident. But did this 

piece come from her plane? Of the 15 Lockheed Electra l-10 e’s ever made, I’ve tracked down 

the last surviving plane to the Santa Maria Airport in California. I’m meeting Grace McGuire, long-

time pilot and Electra restoration expert, at her hangar. So here she is, huh? 

 

Grace: Yes. 

 

Elyse: She’s a beauty! 

 

Grace: Well thank you Elyse. 

 

Elyse: Why are you so interested in Amelia Earhart? 

 

Grace: Well, I wanted the same challenge as Amelia. I wanted to finish Amelia's flight for her and 

do it the old fashioned way. There has never been an exact duplication using the same type 

aircraft.  

 

Elyse: As soon as she tests her engines, Grace plans to replicate Amelia’s flight from New 

Guinea to Howland. 

 

Grace: We’re just about, just about ready to fly her. I thought it would be a nice tribute to Amelia 

and Fred. 

 

Elyse: So this is the kind of plane Amelia Earhart flew?  

 

Grace: Identical, yes. We duplicated everything exactly. If we had to replace, say, a piece of 

aluminum, a piece of skin, it was identical to the original. 

 

Elyse: So what do you think happened to Amelia? 

 

Grace: They had the wrong information you see. They had the wrong coordinates.  
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Elyse: Based on her own preparations for her flight from New Guinea to Howland Island, Grace 

has come to believe that Amelia’s map was off by 5 to 6 miles. 

 

Grace: So they were, actually circling over a point northwest of Howland Island and that's why 

they didn't make it 

 

Elyse: Grace I have this piece. And I’m hoping that you can help me prove that it came from 

Amelia’s plane. What do you think? 

 

Grace: Wow, Elyse. Uh, well it looks familiar.  

 

Elyse: Grace leads me on a tour of her plane, which she named Muriel after Amelia Earhart’s 

sister. We’re looking for a place on its skin that may be a match for Jon’s fragment. With such a 

small part, it’s difficult. At the landing gear, she asks me to stop and take a closer look. What 

Grace shows me next gives me something very interesting to take back to Jon. The first thing that 

I needed to do was confirm the facts, and on March 30
th
, 1937 Amelia Earhart’s airplane did 

crash in Hawaii. You were right. I tell Jon that the accident damaged more than Amelia’s landing 

gear. It also profoundly altered her flight plans. According to military records, Jon’s grandfather 

could have been there when Amelia’s accident occurred.  

 

Jon: That is phenomenal. 

 

Elyse: There was just one more test I had to perform. What are we looking at? 

 

Grace: Okay we’re looking at this is the uh, the main landing gear. This is called a fairing. And 

this is where this -- this piece fit. This piece had two fasteners, only two. 

 

Elyse: And it would go there. 

 

Grace: It would go right there, yes. 
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Elyse: Grace kept the original landing gear covering that she had to replace. Detached from the 

plane, it's easy to see exactly how Jon’s piece fits.  

 

Grace: And if we could flatten this out, if you roll it over… ok, it will line up perfectly.  

 

Elyse: It's a match!  

 

Grace: No doubt in my mind, that we are holding a piece of history. Take good care of it. 

 

Jon: That is unbelievable. That's incredible, that you found such a match. This means a lot to 

have this piece as part of the family and know that the story was true having placed my 

grandfather there. 

 

Elyse: You know there are a couple of people out there that do believe that they may have found 

parts of Amelia Earhart's plane. And your piece now is a "control" piece. It's something that they 

can actually compare it to. We have some concrete evidence. Would you be willing to share that 

with them? 

 

Jon: Yeah, that would be fantastic if I could play a role in helping unravel that mystery. 

 

Elyse: Amelia Earhart pushed for the full inclusion of women in flight -- including military aviation. 

In 1934, Helen Richey, a friend of Amelia’s, became the first woman to fly for a commercial 

airline. But her tenure was cut short when the all-male pilots’ union wouldn’t accept her. 

Commercial aircraft remained dominated by male pilots throughout the 20
th
 century. Today, over 

7000 women have commercial pilot’s licenses. Female fighter pilots were granted the right to fly 

into combat in 1991. And in 1999, Eileen Collins took another giant step, becoming the first 

woman to command a space shuttle mission. 

 


